1 COAT 2 PASS MONOCOUCHE RENDER
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GOREND HBS Monocouche
GoRend HBS is a factory batched, through coloured
monocouche render, that we have specifically designed
and formulated for new build properties. GoRend
HBS is quick and easy to apply in one coat over new
blockwork. GoRend HBS has an attractive and durable
2mm scraped aggregate finish.

Features
13 colours - next working day delivery for
stock colours
Fast application
5-36 hours scrape time depending on
weather conditions
Suitable for machine and hand application

Designed for new build

Through coloured to provide a low
maintenance decorative finish
Can be directly applied to standard 7kN
concrete block, which is cost effective and
speeds up application
High tensile and compressive strength gives
long term durability
Vapour permeable - allows walls to breathe,
providing a healthy living environment

One coat application with a low
maintenance decorative finish

Application
Mix GoRend HBS with clean water
and apply to new blockwork in 2
passes, ‘wet on wet’. Embed GoMesh
into the first pass and around all
apertures and stress points (fully
meshed on lightweight block).
Then rule off the GoRend HBS, flatten
and leave to cure. Once the GoRend
HBS has had sufficient time to dry
(5-36 hours depending on weather
conditions) scrape back the GoRend
HBS with a nail float, brush off any
loose scrapings and leave to fully
cure.

1. First pass

2. GoMesh

3. Second pass

4. Scrape back

NEW! recyclable packaging

Colour Palette

White

Ivory

Sunbeam

African Grey

Wheat

Candy

Dolphin

Bamboo

Sage

Brick

Mr Whippy

Fawn

Colours shown are for illustration only and the best
match printing will allow.
Please contact us for a free finished product sample.
Extended and premium colours are also available.
Ocean

GOMESH
GoMesh has a pressed weave and alkaline
resistant coating to prevent render cracking.
Use with GoRend HBS for incredible strength
and durability from the glass fibre strands.

GOREND Dash
GoRend HBS is also available as a Dash
Receiver formulation, a specially developed
through-coloured and durable base. GoRend
Dash Receiver comes in the 13 colours above,
with dash aggregate available in a wide range
of colours and sizes. Please ask for samples.

PROBEAD coordinating
render beads
34 profiles in 18 standard
colours that coordinate
with GoRend and
ProRend renders
and systems.

SAS
At SAS we have more than 35 years of practical experience in the rendering and facades
industry. Our team have practical experience of applying products, we work with
specifiers and provide technical problem-solving on site. SAS supply the highest quality
external products for your build projects, and have an experienced technical team to get
the results you want.
We are constantly innovating to provide the best solutions for rendering and plastering.
Our premium quality products offer longevity to the proprietor as well as technically
sound and fast applications to the contractor.

Nationwide Delivery
Stock items : 1-2 working days
Non stock items: Up to 10 working days

Office Hours
Monday-Thursday - 08:00-17:00
Friday - 08:00-16:30
Call the office on 01647 24620

Information contained in this brochure is correct at the time of
print. SAS (Europe) Ltd reserve the right to make alterations to the
content of this brochure and to the products and services we make
available as part of our continuing commitment to improvement.
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SAS (EUROPE) LTD
CHERITON BISHOP | EXETER | EX6 6JE | UK

GoRend HBS is part of the SAS (Europe) Ltd range of
products and systems
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